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Say what? 
Dialogue animation by hearing impaired students: 

 

Challenges and opportunities 
By Melvyn Ternan, Senior Lecturer in Animation @ Sheffield Hallam University 
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Preamble 
Dialogue Animation: A staple diet of any student developing within the field of Animation 

Find sound clip → Dope sheet → Storyboard  → Design puppet  → Design mouth set  → Animate → Post Production →  Delivery 

Technical and Creative process 
Juxtaposition 

Character performance 
Staging 

Dialogue Animation 

Pom Pom Moment! 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
A module task on 2nd year of the Animation course at Sheffield Hallam University is based on creating Dialogue Animation.Understanding this process is an important part of our students development within animation: Challenging them to come up with a situational juxtaposition for a sound clip. Then, taking that sound clip and learning how to break it down for animation, creating production story boards, puppet designs, mouth designs, animating, post production and delivery.On top of this, it delivers a unique opportunity for what I call a ‘Pom Pom’ moment. Where the student experiences the marrying of sound and image working in synch. An experience akin to when they first seen movement when creating their first animation.



Preamble 

Jack Humpherson, 2nd year Dialogue Animation piece 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an example of completed piece from from this task, where the sound clip has been juxtaposed: instead of showing a food critic, they have been replaced with an insect talking about the intricacies of taste in animal fecies. As well as offering the student opportunity to develop in all previously mentioned areas, this task also helps the student to prepare in key areas of production for their upcoming 3rd year animation project.






Challenges 
How can 

Audio based, Stop Motion, Dialogue animation work for 
BSL? 

British Sign Language 

Technical process 
challenges 

Teaching process 
challenges ? 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
When preparing for my teaching, a colleague highlighted that a BSL (British Sign Language) student would be on the module and asked out of curiosity how would I manage that? After all, the main component of this task is working with a ‘sound’ file. After some deliberation, I concluded there were two main challenges: How can you make a stop motion Dialogue animation that uses gestures instead of sound? And how can I ensure that the BSL student is included in the same experience as the other students in their cohort?



Challenges 
How can 

Audio based, Stop Motion, Dialogue animation work for 
BSL? 

British Sign Language 

Technical process 
challenges 

Teaching process 
challenges ? 

The ‘Straight Ahead’ nature of Stop motion 
Can be challenging 

Adjustments necessary in a brief and marking 
scheme could also prove difficult 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
When searching for BSL Animation examples, I could find 2D and 3D-CGI animation examples of dialogue animation. But not for Stop Motion animation. I started to realise that maybe this is why I couldn’t find any BSL Stop motion examples – the discipline of stop motion would possibly make it too difficult to do.Not only that, but adjustments to the agreed brief and marking scheme for this task would obviously need to be adjusted for the BSL student. But in doing that, chances are those would naturally affect how or what is delivered on this task by the BSL student.



Challenge 1 - inclusion  

‘The student may need to engage in a different task with separate classes’  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Asking for advice on this issue of reasonable adjustment, I was faced with the suggestion that indeed, the BSL student may need to engage with a different task with separate classes to accommodate them. Hearing this was like a red rag to a bull!  Whilst initial prospects weren’t looking hopeful, I was determined to find a way to make all this work. This student had come on this course to develop within animation and this task is an important element of that development. This following video diary clip shows my thinking at this point:



Challenge 1 - inclusion  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
At this point I was recording video clips to both record how this would all pan out and also as a device for me to talk the challenges out loud in hope of some form of realization. Here, I tried to simplify my thought process on the challenge. This challenge was difficult as the workflow I use for Dialogue animation is tired and tested having been based on industry workflow. I was finding it difficult to try and realise another method.






Challenge 1 – inclusion - solution  
”Dual Format” Lecture slides 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Whilst I knew that certain elements of the workflow for creating Dialogue animation with gestures instead of sound would need changing, I couldn’t see how it would detrimentally change the most common processes I get the students to work through on this task. However, I did know that right off the bat, I wanted both the BSL student AND the rest of their cohort to be aware of everything that was going on. With this in mind, I decided to keep the same slides for Lectures and presentations but simply add a clear BSL variant in blue. You can see this in a screen shot from one of my presentations, where the BSL variant is in blue text with a blue box around both it and the hearing variant. Both the BSL student and the rest of the students were on board from day one. In fact, handing out the task brief and seeing the task title a hearing student queried (in a supportive fashion) as to how the BSL student would be able to complete such a task? This method of being straight up and honest to all students on the task lead me onto a solution for the next challenge:



Challenge 2 – task brief & Marking Scheme 
Audio based marking scheme sample 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Task brief, and especially the agreed marking scheme clearly mention a weighting for the sound component. For this, I worked with our LTA lead and agreed to creating an adapted (but not completely different) marking scheme and brief that detailed differences. This lead to there being two briefs and marking schemes for this task: A standard version and a BSL version.



Challenge 2 – task brief & Marking Scheme - solution 

BSL based marking scheme sample 

Audio based marking scheme sample 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Any differences in the BSL version were clearly highlighted in blue text. Both briefs with their respective marking schemes were made available to all students. Of course, it was advised that unless British Sign Language was their first language, hearing students should stick to using the standard brief. Which they did 



SPOKEN ENGLISH BSL 

SOUND CLIP TEXT 

“You” 

Challenge 4 – What to reference instead of sound? 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
With a handle on how to ensure inclusivity in scheduled classes and lectures, I next focused on how to produce a BSL stop motion dialogue animation. My first (and naïve) thought was to simply swap the sound file for a text file.However, the issue became clear that a sound clip works not only because you can hear what is being said but because, in this shown example, the spoke word “You” has a duration automatically associated with it. The written word “You” does not dictate how long that word lasts in duration.I might point out here that at this point, like most, I wasn’t exactly up to speed with even the basics of how BSL actually worked.Who better to have a chat with about this than the student themselves and their BSL interpreter…



Challenge 4 – What to reference instead of sound? 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As explained in this diary clip, I learned that another ignorant assumption on my behalf was that the mouth shapes the other students would have to create could simply be replaced by alphabetical hand gestures. No. BSL is a complicated gestural system that also includes facial gestures AND as I learned later on, mouth openness and body postures along with the right and left hand being used for different aspects of the communication. This clip was recorded in advance of the task running and I was still trying to understand how this workflow could work in practice.






Challenge 4 – What to reference instead of sound - Solution 

SPOKEN ENGLISH BSL 

SOUND CLIP VIDEO 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, understanding that not only was BSL a more involved communication method in terms of performance, but also that text doesn’t allow for understanding duration, I realized that instead of using a sound clip, a BSL animator would need to use a video reference. This would give the duration component of the dialogue, crucial information necessary on a dope sheet when animating ‘straight ahead’ as with stop motion.At this point also, another concern I had was all this extra gesturing going to make the BSL student do more work than English speaking language students? So I spoke to the student about this and they responded that they wanted to be in the same classes as everyone else, regardless of the differences.



Challenge 5 – Dope Sheeting BSL 

SPOKEN ENGLISH BSL 

 
Dope Sheet denoting: 

mouth shapes 

Dope sheet 
denoting: just hand 

gestures? 
 
 
 

? 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
With the type of reference material needed for BSL Dialogue animation understood – Next came dope sheeting. On a standard dope sheet, the main element noted are the required mouth shapes. Now knowing that BSL involved much more than hand gestures to communicate dialogue, I included the BSL student in the same dope sheeting workshop as everyone else. Through working on the example video reference clip I had provided (instead o the audio clip all other students worked with in this class) The BSL student took her new understanding of Dope Sheets and adapted it to her own needs.



SPOKEN ENGLISH BSL 

Dope Sheet denoting: 
mouth shapes 

Dope sheet 
denoting: Right hand 

gestures 
Left hand gestures 
Facial expressions 

Mouth shape 
 

? 

Challenge 5 – Dope Sheeting BSL - Solution 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
On their dope sheet, the BSL student had used it in exactly the same way a hearing student would, but instead, used the different tracks on the dope sheet to note: Right and left hand gestures, Facial expressions and how open or closed the mouth is at any given point in the animation.



Following the rest of the workflow – puppet designs 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
At this point, I was confident that everything else should work. So like all the other students, the BSL student created puppet deigns for their character.



Following the rest of the workflow – story boards 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As well as storyboards. Here, the only notable difference is that her characters are signing in the story boards.



SPOKEN ENGLISH BSL 

Challenge 6 - Feedback 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before I play you the final output from this students work…It was easy for me to think that I had overcome the challenges, both of inclusivity and workflow BUTOn this module, I traditionally record final feedback, not as a written document but as an audio file. I do this to both give myself a break from written feedback but also because I find that the students take audio feedback on board more so that written feedback. I automatically stated on the BSL marking scheme that instead of audio feedback, it would be a text file I simply thought at the time that how the feedback would be delivered was the least of my worries. However, upon seeing this, the BSL interpreter had another solution…



Challenge 6 - Feedback 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another video diary clip of me explaining that I simply hadn’t considered that the feedback for the BSL student could be a video file, instead of an audio file.






Challenge 6 – Feedback - solution 

SPOKEN ENGLISH BSL 

A video of BSL feedback 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ad so that is what I did, I met with the BSL interpreter and spoke about the BSL students work just as I had for everyone else, with the BSL interpreter sitting beside me. The video file was sent to the BSL student along with their final grade on the task. Again, including the BSL student in the same experience as any other student on this task.






Final Output – without subtitles 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is the final animation created by the BSL student, without subtitles.






Final Output – with subtitles 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
And here it is again with subtitles. The BSL students idea was a situation where two BSL characters are at a speed dating event. One of them has made a badge that is meant to read “I’m Deaf” to alert other attendees. However (and I never knew this) but it is a common difficulty that when you type the word ‘Deaf’ it often autocorrects to the word ‘Dead’. The badge wearer hasn’t realized this until it was too late. The characters are moles, because moles haven’t got good eyesight.






Opportunities 

Giving a BSL Animation student the SAME opportunity to develop within animation 
 

Developing a new workflow for Stop Motion Dialogue Animation 
 

Offering my findings to be used by other Institutions and Industry alike 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The main purpose for this endeavor was to give a BSL student the SAME opportunity to develop within animation as any other student.Working through this also lead to developing a new workflow that allows the creation of Stop Motion Dialogue animation for BSL users.My hope is that this workflow can be used by other institutions and indeed industry to open up the inclusion of BSL users to enjoy the unique animation discipline of stop motion. Thank you.
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